Larry Clinton and Bob Hardy Share Spotlight At I. F. C.

Numerous Larry Clinton in immortal Irving Berlin score and the current spotlight with Boston's own Bob Hardy when the Inter-Presidential Conference take over the Imperial Ballroom of the Hotel Statler for the annual dance on April 26. With this new combination of musical talent, the I. P. C. dance committee has aimed for the finishes taste of any fraternity man or his date.

At the series of the largest kings of revue, Clinton achieved a natural rhythm to the top with his own arrangement of each unforgettable role as "My Reverie," "Baby in Brown," and "In the Rain." Although Clinton has always been renowned for his "hit" numbers, his fifteen piece orchestra forms an adaptable "sweet-sing" combination. Poetry, poetry, Southern will be Clinton's vocalist.

Plays Classical Swing

Celebrated as the veteran of classical swing, Clinton's arrangements of Tchaikovsky's "Dance of Flowers" and "Student ballet" in swing that have added to the popularity of his wax recordings.

Playing at the most fashionable dance spots in the East, Clinton has recently attracted large crowds to the Hotel New Yorker and to the Glen Island Casino. Straight from his engagement at the I. P. C. Hall, Clinton will go to the Empire State Theatre in Peekskill and to the Golden West in New York before he will exploit Raymond Scott.

Bob Hardy's Band Versatile

Versatility is the keynote of Bob Hardy and his new orchestra. Signed to furnish specialty music, he will play South America, chamber music, gay, and Viennese Waltzes. "We'll play everything Clinton doesn't play," Hardy boasts.

Lovely Jan Wilson, vocalist, and dancer, is the highlight of the Hardy unit. Graceful, charming, expressive, Hardy ranks among the best of the local dancers. All indications show that he will do the songs sometime during the evening. So, you bet he'll break up your comedy combinations because he'll be looking for partners just as he is wrenching from the technology bars. Graduating from Newton High, he was quite a bit as many of the curiosity dances a few years ago. Also singing for the Hardy court is young Andy Ames, a dynamic baritone.

Bostonian and M ansfield

BOSTONIANS $7.85

MANSFIELD $5.50

Other Sport Shoes $1.85

with a Cooler, Milder, Better Taste that everybody likes

With the stars, and with every smoker who enjoys Chesterfield's Definitely Milder, Cooler, Decidedly Better Taste, Chesterfield is known as the smoker's cigarette. The miraculous combination of the best tobaccos from our own Southland and from far-off Turkey and Greece makes Chesterfield the one cigarette that truly satisfies.
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